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Her boyfriend's attempted murder leaves Megan floundering in the ocean. Sinking without hope, the

bright light she sees in the night sky isn't her doorway to heaven, but rather the beginning of her

accidental abduction by a space pirate. While thankful of his rescue, Megan stays true to form and

just can't keep her mouth shut, even when he keeps threatening to kill her - or auction her off to the

highest bidder. Even odder, despite her decision to not get involved with her wickedly hot captor,

she can't help craving his touch. Tren retired from his job as a mercenary so he could enjoy life, but

he never counted on the boredom of normalcy. The acquisition of rare items has somewhat filled the

void, but his accidental abduction of an outspoken Earthling, who doesn't know when to shut up,

turns his life upside. Her fiery spirit draws him while at the same time drives him insane. Struggling

with his urges, he must decide - throttle her barbarian neck or ravish her delectably lush body?

Despite what his heart tries to tell him, he's determined to sell her to the highest bidder even as he

seduces her body. However, despite his best intentions, he discovers he can't let her go. And when

a foe from his past thinks to steal her, he'll do anything to get her back.
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For my first attempt with aliens and Eve langlais's writing i'm happily surprised. It's really steamy

and usually that steer me off but in this case, while i don't see the appeal of purple men ^^;; , the

main plot and story in general was enough to keep my interest.Eve Langlais' style is engaging and i

loved how Fiery Megan was. Tren sure is more patient than a lot of other alpha because he is an

alpha for sure.This isn't a very long novel but it's perfect for the plot and rythm used so i could easily



be enticed to try and read book 2a good surprise for sure

It is not every day that you have an author who can write about being abducted by aliens and have

you on the edge of your seat and laughing at the same time. The woman is a genius and her mind is

a wicked playground where evil shtuff gets twisted into a fun visit with your crazy cousins. Megan

has crappy taste in men, it almost kills her. Then she ends up being saved/abducted by a dude who

doesn't want her but clearly is not ready for her level of honesty. I freaking loved everything about

Megan, her sass, her attitude, her thought processes. Tren was a cool character too, and their

interactions are priceless. I wanted to keep reading about them even after their story ended. There

are twists that make the story exciting and interesting, but really it is all about Megan and Tren. You

have to read this story just so you can meet these two characters, whose relationship still has me

laughing in my head.

Hot Purple Pirate Alien - that's got your attention!!!Accidental Abduction is the first in the series of

these rock hard bodied, purple spacemen and it was awesome! I love paranormal and SCIFI

romance. I have read loads of Eve's other books and have been saving this one...cos purple is my

fave!This is not a typical alien meets snarky earth chick and falls instantly in love. Initially Tren

thinks Megan is some kind of monster and then wonders how he can best be rid of her, dump her,

kill her, sell her off!Tren is a former mercenary turned acquisition specialist and he just wants to get

paid. Megan escapes from being murdered by her evil boyfriend when she is scooped up in Tren's

tractor beam. What ensues is a fantastic romp through space as Tren comes up with ever more

flimsy reasons as to why he hasn't sold Megan yet. The banter between them is snappy and there

are no long winded "Why doesn't he do what I say" moments thankfully.Megan is no shy retiring

violet (scuse the pun) and understands the violence that comes with space travelling with him.I

loved this little morsel and can't wait to get stuck into the rest of the series!

First off, there was swearing, explicit sex and some violence. So, if you don't like that sort of stuff,

you're probably not going to want to read this. The writing seemed a little juvenile at times, but I'm

certainly no expert or critic. Taken for what this was: a free ebook, it was actually entertaining and

kept my attention. It was short, but was able to create a believable relationship between Megan and

Tren. It was her outbursts that seemed juvenile. Tren seemed a little older and wiser and better

versed. I liked him. Their scenes were hot and sexy. I enjoyed the book enough that I would read

the next one in the series.



Loved this book could not put it down! Megan gets abducted out of the ocean after her boyfriend

bumps her off the boat they are on. Tren an alien is collecting species from EarthÃ¢Â€Â™s ocean

when he captures her! The interaction between these two is very strong as Megan is a very

head-strong woman who does not filter what she is going to say, Tren keeps wanting to sell

her!What happens when she is taken from him, by one of his old enemies? Will he get her back?

This book will have you laughing out loud. Looking forward to the next book!

Three stars is the most generous I can be with this book. I really don't understand why it is rated as

high as it is. Yes, some of the sex scenes are hot, but the writing is pretty awful. For some reason,

the main character (Megan) just can't stop thinking about sex after she wakes up on a spaceship

with a surly purple alien after her boyfriend tried to kill her by pushing her out of a boat in the middle

of the ocean. I know every time I nearly drown because someone I love tries to murder me, I just

can't help my libido! The dialogue is pretty simple, the word choices are often redundant, and the

characters have as much depth as paper dolls. I like sci-fi. Once in awhile I enjoy a romance book.

This genre really isn't my usual, but I found Accidental Abduction to include all the things I dislike

about many books in both genres. Having said that, the book was short and an easy read; the story

line kept my interest enough that I didn't quit, and some of the scenes were pretty hot. I didn't feel

like it was a waste of my time, but I won't be reading any more books in this series.

Megan is fun and an easy to like character, very sassy and brave she finds herself in a situation

most people would have a meltdown in but her first words are to call her abductor, Tren, Han Solo. I

kinda wish Megan was a real person so we could be friends. And while I never would have thought

I'd find the color purple sexy, if Tren looks anything like Han Solo then most definitely count me

in!!The pacing flowed nicely and coherently, making it very easy to fall into this interesting world that

Eve Langlais has created. I look forward to reading more about this universe.

Then, the sexy purple pirate accidentally abducted Megan when he was fishing on Earth. Megan

was slowly drowning because her ex decided to kill her for what little money she had. Megan is

smart mouthed sexy human to Tren who initially decides to sell her after meeting her but later wind

up falling for her & makes her his mate without telling her. Megan was kidnapped twice in this book

by 3 other aliens; one which was Jaro who is Tren's brother who immediately let's Megan go when

he learns that she is Tren's mate. The other 2 aliens wind up dead because Tren kills them while he



rescues Megan & during one of the kidnapping incidents she finally learns that he has mated with

her & they live HEA while having constant sex.
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